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A. Scatter plot showing the relationship between COMQ Total Score (higher = more social comfort) and Peak look to faces (s). The plot distinguishes between 12-month-olds (open squares) and 6-month-olds (solid diamonds). Linear trends are indicated for both age groups.

B. Scatter plot showing the relationship between SADS Total Score (higher = more social anxiety) and Peak look to objects (s). The plot includes data points for 12-month-olds (open squares) and 6-month-olds (solid diamonds).

C. Scatter plot showing the relationship between COMQ Total Score (higher = more social comfort) and Peak look to faces (s), including linear trend lines for both age groups.

D. Scatter plot showing the relationship between SADS Total Score (higher = more social anxiety) and Peak look to objects (s), including data points for both age groups and linear trend lines.